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Si9000 V11.04 Si8000 V10.01 More Full Version In 1901, Henry Winslow purchased a 10-acre parcel
of land in the middle of the island, and carved a community called Barren Island out of it. His novel
experiment to create a planned community was not successful; there was no water or electricity. Mr.
Winslow’s dream was to create a community for the arts community and artists. For the next 60
years, he attempted different methods of community life, notably starting two separate communities,
the larger of which was called Sunshine. In 1954, the Island was purchased by his son Charles
Winslow, who continued his father’s work but was unable to construct a water source or power
generation. Charles was in a long and unhappy marriage, and was in a long-term relationship with a
woman named Jane Steele. They worked together to develop the Island as a community center. The
idea of a community for the arts community and artists wasn’t established until that time. He spent
vast resources in the attempt of installing community sources. This was where Charles and Jane
made their community a reality. Charles formed a board of directors, and made many improvements
to the island in order to support a community that was centered around the arts. Charles was also
given special powers as the de facto ruler of the community. This was an island community that did
not have a government or a police force. However, Charles and Jane did have a court system to
adjudicate any civil or criminal issues that arose, as well as providing emergency medical care.
Charles was considered the founder of a unique community that made artistic contributions, and to
this day, it is still referred to as the Barren Island Community. After Charles’ passing in 1981, the
Barren Island Community was forever crippled and continued to bleed money. As the community
was unable to finance the community itself, Charles and Jane decided to sell the community to a
private company in order to save the Island from being added to the national register of endangered
communities. In 1991, the Island was purchased by David and Joan Steele. The Steels decided to
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